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Abstract—To solve many problems in data science, Machine
Learning (ML) techniques implicates artificial intelligence which
are commonly used. The major utilization of ML is to predict the
conclusion established on the extant data. Using an established
dataset machine determine emulate and spread them to an
unfamiliar data sets to anticipate the conclusion. A few
classification algorithm’s accuracy prediction is satisfactory,
although other perform limited accuracy. Different ML and
Deep Learning (DL) networks established on ANN have been
extensively recommended for the disclosure of heart disease in
antecedent researches. In this paper, we used UCI Heart Disease
dataset to test ML techniques along with conventional methods
(i.e. random forest, support vector machine, K-nearest neighbor),
as well as deep learning models (i.e. long short-term-memory and
gated-recurrent unit neural networks). To improve the accuracy
of weak algorithms we explore voting based model by combining
multiple classifiers. A provisional cogent approach was used to
regulate how the ensemble technique can be enforced to improve
an accuracy in the heart disease prediction. The strength of the
proposed ensemble approach such as voting based model is
compelling in improving the prognosis accuracy of anemic
classifiers and established adequate achievement in analyze risk
of heart disease. A superlative increase of 2.1% accuracy for
anemic classifiers was attained with the help of an ensemble
voting based model.
Keywords—Deep learning; machine learning; heart disease;
majority voting ensemble; University of California; Irvine (UCI)
dataset

I.

INTRODUCTION

Heart disease is particular reason of millions of worldwide
death per year confer to the World heart federation Report of
2018. Stroke or CVDs are medically familiar as Heart disease
(HD) along with blood pressure (BP), artery disease (AD) and
debilitated heart disease by cause of diminish, blockade or
reinforce capillaries that hamper the required amount of blood
circulation to brain, heart, lungs and other body parts.
Congestive heart failure is the most trivial kind of heart
disease in all other categories of cardiovascular disease. In
human body, work of blood vessels is to provide blood to the
heart. Alternate, there are some other reasons of heart disease
as well alike valves in the heart not supply properly and may
be the reason of heart failure. Chest pain, anesthesia, jaw pain,
neck ache, throat burn and back agony, cramp in upper
abdomen are the most prevailing syndromes of heart disease.

Withal to curtail imperil of heart disease, there are a few
predominant aspects such as inhibited blood pressure, under
control cholesterol and legitimate exercise. Particularly, heart
disease is diagnose after angina, dilated cardiomyopathy,
stroke or congestive heart failure. Thus, it is significant to pay
attention to CVDs parameter and turn to doctors.
Moreover, confer to the WHO, people expire around 17.9
million every year due to CVDs which coincide to 31% of all
deaths globally [1]. This provoke a demand of acquiring an
economical arrangement especially capable to provide
preamble appraisal of patient established on comparatively
elementary medical tests that are economical to everybody.
Machine learning (ML) [2] methods have drawn maximum
amount of understanding in research society. As illustrate in
diverse ongoing studies ML techniques have eventual offering
maximum accuracy in classification as associated to
alternative procedures for testimony classification. Carry out
spectacular accuracy in prediction is crucial as it can edge to
pertinent stability. Different machine learning techniques may
varies in prediction accurateness. Therefore, it is demanding to
perceive gimmick efficient of generating maximum accuracy
in heart disease (HD) prediction. Prediction accuracy adept in
the take up work is coordinated with earlier research studies.
The uttermost practical appraisal formation approach is ML
classification for the here and now along with experimental
position. Three machine learning (ML) techniques have been
practiced consist of random forest (RF), Support Vector
Machine (SVM), k-nearest neighbor (KNN). In biomedical
field like in diabetes prediction [3] [4], accomplice of diabetes
and CVDs [5], reasoning of diabetes proteins [6], machine
learning (ML) has already been practiced. There are the
divergent conventional approach to use these fettle data to
grab the latent material, but the accuracy of the conventional
approach is very low, along with prolonged. So, we require
contemporary technology which can backing this complex
data to be appraised and grab conducive information. Deep
learning (DL) algorithms have the ability to learn features
from the provided training data, which outrun extracted
features used in traditional machine learning algorithms. There
are modernity architectures like recurrent neural network
(RNN), convolutional neural network (CNN), Long-shortTerm memory (LSTM) and gated recurrent unit (GRU). The
extant networks confide on disease definitive approach. For
classification of cardiac disease in patient modernity
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architectures like LSTM and GRU is applied on the extant
dataset to evaluate the performance.

trained and certified over similar UCI repository dataset with
maximum accuracy of 86% [16].

The Cleveland dataset from familiar UCI database was
used to train and testing ML and DL models. It is substantiate
dataset and it is extensively used for testing and training in
deep learning (DL) and machine learning (ML) models [7].
The dataset consist of 303 patient records and 14 attribute
features that are placed on acclaimed aspects and these
features are consider to tie with risk of CVDs. We proposed a
new hard voting ensemble method in this paper in which
various deep learning and machine learning models are mixed
and majority vote method is used to predict the result. By
using this technique we can improved the overall accuracy in
prediction result while aggregation of models produces
collective comprehensive model.

According to [7] Raihan et al. developed an android based
application to recommend a mock-up for data compilation for
IHD. By practicing the P-value strategy and mobile interface
they possessed 787 attributes and establish interrelationship
amidst symptoms and Ischemic Heart Disease. They
established a compelling correlation amidst features with Pvalue=0.0001 and Ischemic Heart Disease. Likewise, for
scoring the symptoms statistical test chi-square, Fisher’s exact
test and risk score tree are used. BP algorithm is used to
extract attributes and syndromes in recent past 2018 [17]-[21].

The rest of the paper is formulated as follows. Section II,
we have reviewed the earlier relevant work to the heart disease
prediction and then in Section III we proposed the convoluted
particulars of dataset, DL and ML techniques used and data
preprocessing. Section IV shows the results produced by each
model as well as the accuracy of the prediction proposed by
hard voting model. Conclusion and future enhancement is
outlined in Section V.
II. REVIEW OF RELEVANT WORKS
Deep learning and machine learning is advantageous for a
divergent set of complications. One of the major application of
these techniques is to predict the vulnerable variable from the
values of autonomous variables. Even in the advanced
countries one of the major reason of deaths is CVD [8]. In
medical field artificial neural network (ANN) has been
popularized to produce maximum accuracy [9]. The research
conferred in [10] used the similar heart disease data as this
study but divergent ML algorithms were enforced. Four
discrete classification techniques were used which comprised
Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes, Multi-layer perception and C4.5.
Each of these models predict heart disease with maximum
accuracy of 85.12% in the MLP classifier. Tree algorithms
like J48 and Logistic model were implemented to predict
CVDs also used the Cleveland HD dataset [11]. An
observation of these approaches was conducted and maximum
accuracy 84% was achieved with J48 algorithm.
With web base interface an application named “Intelligent
Heart Disease Prediction System” was developed based on
three classifier: DT, NB and ANN [12]. Several surveys
conducted related to the ML utilization in Healthcare
applications, especially in heart disease prognosis. The survey
[13] conclude that Bayesian classification and DT surpass the
others techniques like k-nearest neighbor, artificial neural
network and clustering-based classification. Confer to the new
study [14] by Kadi et al. has completed a pragmatic research
after hands-on 149 papers proclaimed during the period from
2000-2015 for the prognosis of CVDs, DT, SVM and ANN
were established to be the most periodically used ML
techniques. An extreme machine learning (EML) were also
implemented to predict heart disease (HD) by using UCI
datasets repository and achieved highest accuracy of 80%
[15]. GA and fuzzy logic (Hybrid genetic Fuzzy) approach

In RNN section, LSTM consider as the determination with
four important factors (forget gate (f g), input gate (I g), output
gate (O g) and cell state) have an ample usage for the image
analysis along with text and audio signal analysis but is
extensively usage in time series analysis, transcribed analysis,
voice recognition and health testimony [22]. The major
detriment of the RNN model was vanishing gradient problem,
LSTM increased the input and output capability of RNN to
solve these issues and it uses logical memory to learn
sequence vector. To deal with CVDs data temporal features
could be learn by Intelligent Healthcare Platform (IHP)
established on attention module based LSTM framework [23].
Moreover, to predict CVDs 4. distinct repositories in
conjunction with Cleveland dataset is used [24]. Decision Tree
(DT) algorithm is the only algorithm comprises of C4.5 and
Fast Tree Decision. Formerly, trained technique is established
on every attributes of dataset. Later the best sample from
datasets are preferred and used to train the model. This
approach enhanced the prediction accuracy of the technique
from 76.3% to 77.5% adopting C4.5 (average accuracy from
datasets) along with enhancement in average accuracy of Fast
Tree Decision from 75.48% to 78.06%.
Furthermore, to achieve highest accuracy in the prediction
of CVDs distinct methods were used in contemporary
research, a few classification algorithms determine CVDs with
low accuracy. In contrast with traditional algorithm, hybrid
method (include classification algorithms) have produce high
accuracy. Our research work proposed a technique to enhance
the accuracy of weak classification algorithms by linking them
with rest of the classification algorithms. Thus, this technique
enhanced the competence of such algorithms along with
prediction accuracy for CVDs. The proposed study using
ensemble majority voting techniques is done and the results
are figure out. The results are compute to illustrate that
aforementioned models can have adequate significant usage in
medical field.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT ANALYSIS
In this paper, the main objective is to demonstrate CVDs
prediction system using prior dataset. The purpose of this
research is to use dataset which reflect real life data and grant
the prediction system to conclude to any advanced data.
A. Dataset Features Information
For the experiment UCI Cleveland heart dataset repository
has been used. The most effective 14 attributes were found
amongst the 76 based on the comprehensive experiment. The
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Cleveland dataset consist of most dominant 14 attributes and
303 samples. Along with 8 absolute features and 6 numeric
features. Table I depicts the description of dataset.
In this dataset selected patients had age from 29 to 77. The
value 0 is used to depict the female patients and value 1 is
used to depict the male patients. There are 3-types of chest
pain might be an indicators of heart disease. Typical angina
type-1 is because of the blocked heart arteries due to
decreased blood discharge to the heart muscles. The basic
reason of type 1 angina is mental or emotional stress. And,
second type occurs due to numerous reasons but sometime it
may not be the reason of actual HD are known as Non-angina
chest pain. The next feature is trestbps depicts the readings of
resting blood pressure. Cholesterol level is depicted by Chol.
Fasting blood sugar level is represented by Fbs. If Fbs is
above 120 mg/dl then the value 0 is assigned and value 1
depicts if the Fbs is below the 120 mg/dl. Resting
electrocardiography result is represented as Restecg.
Maximum heart rate is represented by thalach, exercise
cajoled by angina reported as 0 depicts no pain and 1 depicts
pain is represented by exang, ST depression is cajoled by
exercise is represented as oldpeak, Peak exercise slope ST
segment is depicts by slope, number of major vessels colored
by fluoroscopy is represented by ca, exercise test duration is
represented by thal and the last one target is as class attribute.
Class attribute value is used to distinguish the patient with
heart disease and patient with no heart disease. Value 1
depicts patients with heart disease and value 0 depicts normal.
A correlation value was determined among every attributes
of dataset and the target diagnosis in order to evaluate the
TABLE. I.

data. Oldpeak, Exang, cp and thalach features have the highest
correlated value with target feature. Table II depicts the
correlated value with target attribute. This is very helpful in
making an analysis against the data that is being handle with.
Furthermore, a heat map is also used to show the clear
analysis of the correlation among all the attributes in Fig. 1.
Along with, a bar chart depicts in Fig. 2 gender
dissemination of samples in UCI Cleveland dataset. The male
percentage is almost 68.3% and percentage of females is
31.7% in dataset.
Moreover, histograms are devise for discrete features data
visualization to depict the marginal features distribution
compared for disease and not disease as represented in Fig. 3
to Fig. 8. It is observed that all the discrete features acquire
normal distribution. Age vs. Thalach is shown in Fig. 9.
For the age distribution attribute, Fig. 3 represents the
people with CVDs and people with no CVDs commonly. It
can be viewed that maximum measurements exist between 4052 years old. It is also realized that if age has a relation to
having CVDs, then people in age range from 50-52 and 40-41
had a dominant consolidation with heart diseases.
Furthermore, to depict the possibility of any relation,
Fig. 4 represents the maximal correlated discrete feature
(thalach) is devise adjacent to age. It is observed that heart rate
is commonly higher for the people with heart disease as
compared to the people with no heart disease. Moreover,
maximal heart rate decreased noted to a -ve correlated value of
-0.3 as age increased. It is represented previously in Fig. 1.

FEATURES DESCRIPTION OF THE CLEVELAND HEART DISEASE DATASET

S#

Features

Features Description

Data Type

1

Age

Patient age (completed in years)

Numeric

2

Sex

Gender of the patient [0= Female, 1= Male]

Binary

3

Cp

Type of chest pain classified in to four values [1- Typical angina Type, 2- Atypical
angina Type, 3- Non-angina pain]

Nominal

4

Trestbps

Level of the patient blood pressure at resting mode in mm/Hg

Continuous

5

Chol

Cholesterol serum, mg/dl

Numeric

6

Fbs

Level of blood sugar on fasting (>120 mg/dl): 1 depict in case of true & 0 depict in
case of false.

Binary

7

Restecg

At resting result of ECG is depict in three different values: 0 represented Normal state,
1 represented abnormality in ST-T wave, 2 having LV hypertrophy defined

Nominal

8

Thalach

Maximum rate of Heart recorded

Continuous

9

Exang

Angina-induced by exercise (1 represent ‘yes’ and 0 represent ‘no’

Binary

10

Old peak ST

Exercise tempted ST depression comparative to rest state

Continuous

11

Slope

During peak exercise measured the ST segment in terms of slope represent in 3 values:
[1. Up-sloping, 2. Flat, 3. Down-sloping]

Continuous

12

Ca

Ranges from 0-3 represent the number of vessels colored by fluoroscopy

Nominal

13

Thal

Status of the heart: [3. Normal, 6. Fixed defect, 7. Reversible defect]

Discrete

Target

Diagnosis represent in two categories:
[0= Well, 1= possibility HD]

Binary

14
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CORRELATED VALUES WITH TARGET ATTRIBUTE ANALYSIS

age

sex

cp

trestbp
s

chol

fbs

restecg

thalac
h

exang

oldpea
k

slope

ca

thal

target

age

1.0000
00

0.0984
47

0.0686
53

0.2793
51

0.2136
78

0.1213
08

0.1162
11

0.3985
22

0.0968
01

0.2100
13

0.1688
14

0.2763
26

0.0680
01

0.2254
39

sex

0.0984
47

1.0000
00

0.0493
53

0.0567
69

0.1979
12

0.0450
32

0.0581
96

0.0440
20

0.1416
64

0.0960
93

0.0307
11

0.1182
61

0.2100
41

0.2809
37

Cp

0.0686
53

0.0493
53

1.0000
00

0.0476
08

0.0769
04

0.0944
44

0.0444
21

0.2957
62

0.3942
80

0.1492
30

0.1197
17

0.1810
53

0.1617
36

0.4337
98

Trestb
ps

0.2793
51

0.0567
69

0.0476
08

1.0000
00

0.1231
74

0.1775
31

0.1141
03

0.0466
98

0.0676
16

0.1932
16

0.1214
75

0.1013
89

0.0622
10

0.1449
31

chol

0.2136
78

0.1979
12

0.0769
04

0.1231
74

1.0000
00

0.0132
94

0.1510
40

0.0099
40

0.0670
23

0.0539
52

0.0040
38

0.0705
11

0.0988
03

0.0852
39

fbs

0.1213
08

0.0450
32

0.0944
44

0.1775
31

0.0132
94

1.0000
00

0.0841
89

0.0085
67

0.0256
65

0.0057
47

0.0598
94

0.1379
79

0.0320
19

0.0280
46

Restec
g

0.1162
11

0.0581
96

0.0444
21

0.1141
03

0.1510
40

0.0841
89

1.0000
00

0.0441
23

0.0707
33

0.0587
70

0.0930
45

0.0720
42

0.0119
81

0.1372
30

thalac
h

0.3985
22

0.0440
20

0.2957
62

0.0466
98

0.0099
40

0.0085
67

0.0441
23

1.0000
00

0.3788
12

0.3441
87

0.3867
84

0.2131
77

0.0964
39

0.4217
41

Exang

0.0968
01

0.1416
64

0.3942
80

0.0676
16

0.0670
23

0.0256
65

0.0707
33

0.3788
12

1.0000
00

0.2882
23

0.2577
48

0.1157
39

0.2067
54

0.4367
57

Oldpea
k

0.2100
13

0.0960
93

0.1492
30

0.1932
16

0.0539
52

0.0057
47

0.0587
70

0.3441
87

0.2882
23

1.0000
00

0.5775
37

0.2226
82

0.2102
44

0.4306
96

Slope

0.1688
14

0.0307
11

0.1197
17

0.1214
75

0.0040
38

0.0598
94

0.0930
45

0.3867
84

0.2577
48

0.5775
37

1.0000
00

0.0801
55

0.1047
64

0.3458
77

Ca

0.2763
26

0.1182
61

0.1810
53

0.1013
89

0.0705
11

0.1379
79

0.0720
42

0.2131
77

0.1157
39

0.2226
82

0.0801
55

1.0000
00

0.1518
32

0.3917
24

thal

0.0680
01

0.2100
41

0.1617
36

0.0622
10

0.0988
03

0.0320
19

0.0119
81

0.0964
39

0.2067
54

0.2102
44

0.1047
64

0.1518
32

1.0000
00

0.3440
29

Target

0.2254
39

0.2809
37

0.4337
98

0.1449
31

0.0852
39

0.0280
46

0.1372
30

0.4217
41

0.4367
57

0.4306
96

0.3458
77

0.3917
24

0.3440
29

1.0000
00
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Fig. 1. Correlation-Cross Values Heat Map.
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Fig. 2. Gender Dissemination
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Fig. 5. Serum Cholesterol Distribution.

Fig. 3. Age Distribution.

Fig. 4. Blood Pressure Distribution (at Rest).

Fig. 6. Maximal Heart Rate Acquire.
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Fig. 9. Age vs. Thalach.

B. Attribute Preprocessing
In order to scale the maximum discrete values by using the
Minimum and Maximal normalization approach, the attributes
in Cleveland dataset acquire distinct proportions. As shown in
eq (1), by using mentioned strategy data is transformed
linearly by deducting the smallest and divide over the data
range. So, the sample is categorized between zero and one
which stimulate learning models to normalize the impact of
distinct parameters and form a fair direction between data.
𝑍=
Fig. 7. Calcium Distribution.

N−minimum
maximum−minimum

(1)

IV. MACHINE LEARNING VS. DEEP LEARNING MODELS
The Cleveland heart disease dataset has been split into a
testing set and train set in the scale of 80% of training set and
20% of testing data and training data set is used to train
particular models. Test data is used to check the ability of a
models. The working of the particular models are described in
the later part.
A. Random Forest Classifier
It is also known as tree based classifier algorithm.
Basically, name of the classifier is the indication that the
algorithm build a woodland surrounded by huge number of
trees. In order to get a maximum accuracy and substantial
prediction, RF is an ensemble algorithm comprises on
constructing numerous trees and integrate them together. This
model used random samples from the training set to build set
of decision trees. RFC rerun with numerous samples and
compose an eventual decision established on majority voting.
To handle missing information RFC is very effective but it is
prone to over fitting.

Fig. 8. Old Peak Distribution.

B. Support Vector Machine
SVM was first suggested by Vladimir N. V and Alexey Ya
in his study related to theory of statistical learning [25, 26].
For classification and regression purposes a supervised
learning machine approach known as support vector machine
(SVM) is used. In SVM a technique named trick kernel is used
to revamp the information and then it identify most
appropriate solution based on these alteration. At present,
patient with heart disease and patient with no heart disease are
classified by SVM on the basis of binary classification for ki =
+1, -1 additionally. This approach can be protected for
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classification in multiple classes by formulating twomulticlass classifiers [25]. A support vector machine classifier
is a best approach to get reprieve hyper-plane which lie
between two classes [27]. This reprieve clear hyperactive
plane has numerous adequate statistical aspects. Finally, slack
fickle is very informative to provide adversities of noisy data.
C. K-NN Classifier
The third classifier that was presented is the K-NN
algorithm. The main purpose of this algorithm is to find the
distance between the current sample along with all the trained
samples, K depicts the predefined figures of adjacent points
which are used for voting to the current test data’s class.
Certainly, classification follow established on the more classes
of the K data points elected. On the bases of Grid-Search-CV
more accurate results are produced and the predefined number
for K in this study was selected to be 7.
D. Long-Short term Memory (LSTM)
LSTM was first proposed by Hochreiter al. is a special
kind of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [28]. LSTM have
two distinct states passed between the neurons – the cell state
and the hidden layer. Cell state act as short term memory
while hidden layer carry the long-term memory, commonly.
There was a vanishing gradient problem with original RNN
model. Therefore, RNNs are not suitable for long-term
dependency data calculations. The vectors in the LSTM are
added to the current node on the support of standard RNN
model, which helps to solve the problems of RNN with longterm data calculations. Furthermore, LSTM model has been
extensively used. LSTM layers consist of three vectors i.e., a

forget vector, an input vector, and an output vector. With the
passage of time many researchers proposed trivial changes to
the standard LSTM model. One of the most attractive LSTM
variant “peephole-connections” was introduced by Gers et al.
[29]. There are numerous adaptations with small changes
regarding the gated structure in the LSTM units. Here we will
consider the one proposed by Graves et al. [32].
it = σ (Wxi xt + Whi ht-1 + Wci ct-1 + bi )

(2)

rt = σ (Wxr xt + Whr ht-1 + Wcr ct-1 + br )

(3)

ct = rt  ct-1 + it  tanh(Wxr xt + Wxc xt + Whc ht-1 + bc )

(4)

ot = σ (Wxo xt + Who ht-1 + Wco ct-1 + bo )

(5)

ht = ot  tanh(ct)

(6)

where  represent element wise product and r, o, i are the
forget vector, output vector and input vector respectively. It is
observed that the gating structure regulates how the new input
and previous hidden state value must be unite to produce the
new hidden state value.
The most attractive variant of LSTM is gated-recurrent
unit (GRU) was introduced by Chung et al. [30]. The idea was
to combine forget vector and input vector as single update
vector. In GRU, cell state and hidden state are also merges and
make some numerous changes as well. The GRU support the
long term sequences and also carry the long-term memories.
Therefore, proposed GRU architecture is simpler and most
attractive than the original LSTM model.

Training datasets
14 symptoms
(heart disease)

Random Forest Classifier
Support Vector Machine

14 symptoms
(heart disease)

K-Nearest Neighbor

Training datasets

Long Short Term Memory
Gated Recurrent Unit

Combiner
Majority
Voting

Prediction
(absence or present)

Five best performing
classifier
Fig. 10. Workflow of the Proposed Ensemble Vote based Model.
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(9)

ht = (1- zt ) ht-1 + zt h̃t

(10)

Where r and z are commonly the reset and update gates. It
can be observed that, GRU is most simple than LSTM, and
performance is far better in different experiments. In [31],
Chung et al. provide a comparison related to the performance
of original RNN, LSTM and GRU, using numerous datasets. It
was observed that gated recurrent unit surpass the other
techniques in different situations.
F. Ensemble Classifier
At the end, five models aforementioned are unite in an
ensemble method where hard voting (majority vote of the
models) technique is used for classification. The voting is
based on the prediction of each model about each sample and
final prediction is based on the majority votes, one that obtains
more than 50% of the votes.

The first classifier Random forest, to study unseen data
prediction was run on the test dataset so that the approach has
never overcome. Default parameters of the approach are used
to run the early test and composed an accuracy of 83.6%.
Along with, attributes importance was calculated in this
approach and most important attributes were (ca, thalach,
oldpeak). Confusion matrix obtained from this approach is
shown in Fig. 11.
Also, the second classifier was Support Vector Machine
(SVM) algorithm. To run the unseen test dataset the approach
was developed with the default parameters. The prediction
accuracy of this model was 81.31%. In Fig. 12, confusion
matrix obtained from this classifier is depicted.
The third approach, known as K-Nearest Neighbor model.
To run the unseen test dataset using default parameters we
developed the model. The prediction accuracy get out to be
82.8%. Fig. 13 depicts confusion matrix obtained from this
algorithm.

The independent classifiers output is united and plays an
important role in the final output prediction of an ensemble
system. As shown in the Fig.10. Therefore, one of the
interesting research study is combination of classifiers in
ensemble system. Majority voting approach is extensively
used method for labeling the output [33]. In case of discrete
outputs, like linear combination, a maximum, minimum,
average or any other alternate like derriere possibilities may
be used. Many times a classifier may be used as a metaclassifier for uniting outputs of ensemble-members. Due to
better performance of majority voting approach over other
linear and meta-classifiers has been applied in this work.
Therefore, majority voting rule lies in 3 categories: (1)
Unanimous-Voting method, here every models must
acknowledge the prediction, (2) simple majority method, here
prediction required to be partially higher than 50% of
classifiers, and (3) majority voting method, here maximum
figures of votes is required for the ensemble-decision. If the
output of the individual classifier is independent than the
majority voting rule combiner constantly enhance the
prediction accuracy [34]. Suppose that a class define outputs
of classifier Oi are shown as d-dimensional binary vectors:
[Oi, 1 … Oi, d] Є {0,1} d , i=1,………,N

(11)

Where Oi,1=1, if classifier Oi label y in wj , and 0
differently. The majority voting method would provide an
ensemble decision for class wk , if the below equation is
satisfied:
N
c
∑𝑁
𝑖=1 Oi, k = max j=1 ∑i=1 Oi, j

(12)

Random Forest

0

zt = σ (Wz xt + Uz ht-1 )

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

23

5

1

(8)

3

29

0

1

Predicted Label
Fig. 11. Random Forest Model Confusion-Matrix.

Support Vector Machine

0

h̃ t = tanh (W xt + U(rt ꙩ ht-1))

24

4

1

(7)

True Label

rt = σ (Wr xt + Ur ht-1 )

If we have 2 classes (c=2), the majority voting method
correspond with simple majority approach (50% of vote +1).
According to the equation (4) majority voting approach would
predict an accurate class define at least [N/2+1] classifiers
correctly predict the define class [35]. In our proposed
research work, N = 5, it observes that our proposed approach
would be able to predict correctly if more than half (at least 3
classifiers) predict the define class correctly.

True Label

E. Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)
Cho et al. [30] proposed another gating structure known as
GRU (gated recurrent unit) with the purpose to carry longterm dependencies from the calculations within the GRU
neuron to produce the hidden state. GRU have only one
hidden state conveyed between time steps. Following are the
equations determined by Chung et al. [31].

3

29

0

1

Predicted Label
Fig. 12. SVM Model Confusion-Matrix.
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LSTM

5

27

0

1

0

4

24

4

1

24

be 85.71% which is treated a fairly required accuracy that can
be further developed upon in future.

True Label

0
1

True Label

KNN

4

28

0

1

Predicted Label
Fig. 13. K-Nearest Neighbor Model Confusion-Matrix.

Predicted Label

Additionally, fourth approach that was developed known
as LSTM model. Using the default parameters this approach
was developed and classification established based on the
hidden data test set. The prediction accuracy get out to be
81.31%. In Fig. 14, Confusion matrix obtained from this
model is depicted.

0

23

5

1

GRU
True Label

Finally, the fifth approach that was developed was the
GRU model. Using the default parameters this approach was
developed and classification established based on the hidden
data test set. The prediction accuracy get out to be 81.46%.
Fig. 15 depicts the confusion matrix obtained from this model.

Fig. 14. LSTM Model Confusion-Matrix.

4

29

0

1

We have noticed that Random Forest and K-NN are
constantly provide better prediction accuracy as compared to
other classification models. The performance of the each
model in accuracy prediction of Heart-Disease as shown in the
Fig. 16.
Certainly, the overall prediction accuracy of this study
after organizing the Hard Voting ensemble-method get out to

Predicted Label
Fig. 15. GRU Model Confusion-Matrix.

Fig. 16. The Performance Study of different ML and DL Models.
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VI. CONCLUSION
To save the life of the human beings, early prediction of
heart disease plays significant role. Here, in this paper we
presented a ML and DL ensemble models that united multiple
ML and DL models in order to give a maximum accuracy and
vigorous model for the prediction of any possibility of having
heart disease. Table III depicts the prediction accuracy
comparison of Machine learning techniques (i.e. RF, SVM
and KNN), deep learning models (i.e. LSTM and GRU) and
proposed methodology. This Ensemble approach retained
85.71% accuracy, which surpass the prediction accuracy of
every particular model. This approach may be very useful to
assist the doctors to investigate the patient cases in order to
legitimize their prescription. The future work of this study can
be performed with different mixtures of ML and DL models to
better prediction.
TABLE. III.

PREDICTION ACCURACY COMPARISON OF THE MODELS

Model Name

Accuracy

Random Forest

83.6%

Support Vector Machine

81.3%

K-NN

82.8%

LSTM

81.31%

GRU

81.46%

Hard Voting Ensemble Model

85.71%
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